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In: Shaffer Paul, Antolast global group government secret killers[1] Saladin (1502-1514)Spandam (1514-1522) for the separation of the same name, see Chapter 343. CP9, MORE THAN KNOWN AS CIPHER PAUL NO. 9 (ァポNO.9, SAIFĀ PŌRU NANBĀNAIN?), IS A SECRET ORGANIZATION CIPHER POL,[1] FORMED BY PEOPLE
ABLE TO USE ROKUSHIKI TECHNIQUES. [2] They are the main discount group of epic Water 7, especially Water 7 and Enies Lobby Arches. Members of the organization are also the central characters of CP9 on the cover page of the serial independent report. The [editing] editorial overview is unlike the eight official Cipher police
groups, and CP9 members do not focus on intelligence gathering, but rather assassinate anyone perceived as a threat to the global government. [3] Members are collected in childhood, and are trained both physically and mentally to become powerful killers, and get rid of emotions in order to become more efficient in missions. Rob Lucci,
the most powerful member in the history of the organization, had become almost incapable of mercy or acceptance of weakness because of it; [4] however, younger members such as Kaku showed a wider range of emotions and even compassion, proving that the casting mind is not always successful. [5] KH9 had been divided into two
teams when the entire group was not required for a task. One group consisting of Kaku, Plno, Calif. and The Leader, Luci; [3] The other group was sent to crush some elements of the Revolutionary Army, led by Jabra, the Command of Fukuro and Kumaduri. [6] And CV9 families in the Ines Lobby Tower of Justice, where they work as a
recent guard of the A The Justice Gates. Enies Lobby's reputation for being invincible has been said to be due to cp9 generations, and its power. It was also stated that this generation of CP9 is the strongest in its history. Because of their extreme power, they all seem to have arrogant and somewhat arrogant attitudes; CP9 privileges
[editing] CP9 has special privileges that are not available to ordinary encryption paul squadrons, such as authorizing the killing of anyone perceived as a threat to global stability. [3] They also trained since childhood in the defense of martial arts style Rukoshik, a style that few others know of. [2] During their named epic, CP9 was given the
ability to initiate buster's call, under the authority of Admiral Okigi, but only once. [8] Members[editing | source edit] see also the associated category: CP9. Members' Destinies [Editing] Spandau: Left-wing group succeeded by his son Laski: Left group, unknown. Spandam: Sustained by Oskop, Frankie, and Nico Rubin, lying in hospital. He
later became a member of CPJ-0. Funkfreed: Unknown. Rob Lucci: Defeated by The Monkey Dr. Lovey, fired from the group and became a fugitive; later became a member of CP-0. Hattori: Shot from the group and became a fugitive; he later became a member of CP-0 along with his master, Rob Lucci. Kaku: Defeated by Zornoa Zorro,
expelled from the group and became a fugitive; he later became a member of CP-0. Jabra: Sanji defeated him, was expelled from the group and became a fugitive. Blaino: Defeated by the monkey Dr. Lovey, fired from the group and became a fugitive. Kumaduri: Tony Tony Schubert defeated him, was kicked out of the group and became
a fugitive. Fukuro: Frankie defeated him, was kicked out of the group and became a fugitive. Kalifa: Nami defeated him, was expelled from the group and became a fugitive. Nero: Defeated by Frankie, launched from the group and thrown into the ocean by Lucie. History [editing] past [editing source] Early history [editing source] is not
known exactly how long CP9 was around, but it is known that it existed 20 years ago. When they participated in the O'Hara incident, they were led by Sbandani, Spadam's father. In 1507, Luci joined CP9 at the age of 13 after completing his training at the home of Scheffer Paul and gained an immediate notoriety after killing 500 royal
guards and pirates who tried to take over the unnamed kingdom. In 1514, Spandam became the new CP9 director, replacing his father who still lives in the current story. Secret in Water 7 [Editing | Editing Source] in 1517, Spandam sent four agents to work undercover to spy on Iceburg. Kaliva became Secretary of Isburg, Blaino became
a waiter, and Luci and Kaku Duc Wan became a senior in The Gali La Company. [3] However, Eisburg knew that the world government was still spying on him. After hearing from Califa that Frankie was alive and wanted to see him, Hesse refused. Kaku even remembers Frankie entering Galle's headquarters. Later, Eisburg gave frankie a
blueprint for keeping them and hid the fake scheme in his safe cellar. [3] 5 years later, before the water 7 arc, Akigi learned the spandam of Robin coming, and gave him permission to use the buster call with the Daden de Much. At this point, Spandam and his unit were almost in water 7 finishing the job, but had to postpone the completion
until the agent informed Robin's arrival. Water 7 Arc [Editing Source] Incident on One Dock [Editing Source] Before Hay Hat Pirates Sets to Explore Water 7 and Search for Shipwrights, there was a problem in one dock. A pirate captain named Mikazuki refused to pay for the Gali La to repair his ship. Harassment. [9] Finally, one of the
chippers accidentally criticized McZoocchi with a huge record. Kaku cut off one of the pirates with a huge saw, while Luchi dropped some pirates. [9] After this event, the people were crowding the Caffer since they were champions. [10] Luchi can be seen flexing his muscles. While Robin and the chopper were shopping, the helicopter
went to the library while Robin waited outside. While waiting, a masked man (who is Blaino in disguise) walked past her and said only CP9 before disappearing into the crowd. Robin was frightened, recalling cp9 members who participated in the invasion of O'Hara 20 years ago. After that, I was absent for a long time without a word.
Meanwhile the Straw Hat pirates begin their search for the Marines to fix the merry go and get to the dock one, where the three members of the secret CP9 were. Gali does not headquarters attack [editing source] CP9 destroys The Gali Company no. The attack on Galle's headquarters was not an indication of the completion of the task
that required the quartet members to be in secret, thus ending their five-year mission. During this time, there was a brief confrontation where it was revealed that Nico Rubin had engaged in a contract with the government to help CP9 restore the blueprints to (and reactivate) the old Luton weapon. [11] The charts claimed to be in sole-la
headquarters supposed to be owned by the leader of the company Eisburg were counterfeit,[12][13] although Rob Luchi decided after an examination that the only possible location of the real charts would be in the hands of Tom only another apprentice, The Late Flat. [3] Warehouse Invasion[Edit] Source Editing] CP9 tracks Frankie to the
warehouse. After it was revealed that Frankie was keeping real plans for Beltone, CP9 agents - now unveiled - fall into Frankie's family and unveiled the location of their leader: an old warehouse formerly owned by Tom that Frankie was keeping. Here, Usopp was held in the hope of attracting the attention of Straw's hats, to avenge what
happened to Frankie's house and many of Frankie's subordinates. However, these concepts stopped when CP9 hit the unconscious box sisters and invaded the warehouse. Unable to locate the real charts, Frankie and Usopp were accosted. Departing to Enies Lobby [editing source] after frankie and Usopp were arrested and disabled,
CP9 members in Water 7 headed to the sea train to return to Owen's Lounge with Nico Rubin in tow. Sanji - separate from the rest of the Crew Of Straw Hat - took note of it and boarded the sea train as well. He then left the train, leaving the rest of the crew behind. While Robin, Frankie and Usopp were transported on the sea train, Sanji
slipped on board and edited the last two. After Usopp adopted his alter ego, Sogeking, and He proceeded to fight through the sea train to rescue Robin. Frankie encountered the newest CP9 agent, Nero, who mastered only four of Roikikush's six techniques. After a tough battle on Tom's inflatable surface, Nero was defeated by Frankie,
and killed by Rob Lucci for being useless to the unit. Enies Lobby Arc[edit | Source Edit] Luffy Fights CP9 Blueno Member. Blueno was the first CP9 member to fight the Hat Straw pirates in the enies lobby group, specifically against Lofe. Although he initially gained control of the battle using Rokushiki and his Devil's Fruit, Blaino was
outdone when Loverevealed his new Gear 2. With the 2nd Gear, Luffy was able to keep up easily with Soro and blueno was heavily damaged and confident. Luffy then goes on to defeat him as Blaino's last ditch effort, trying to take Govi Gomo La Jet Bazooka with his Gu Tikkai, failed while he collapsed shortly afterwards. [14] The CP9
faces the hay crew of sailors the surviving members of CP9 faced the Straw Caps in battle. Frankie defeated Fukuro after renewing his supply of cola. Kumaduri was too strong for Nami to beat, but Schubert stepped in. He was initially superior, but after resorting to the monster chopper, Kumadori was easily defeated. Sanji, despite being
stronger than Kalifa, was unable to defeat her because he could not kick a woman. Instead, Nami fought Kalifa and was able to defeat her. After being released from handcuffs to Sogking, Zorro defeated Kaku. Sugiking could not defeat Jabra, but Sanji fought on osop's behalf and defeated Jabra. Lofie managed to defeat Luchi after a long
and difficult battle, something none of the other straw hats could do. Defeated CP9 agents are left behind as Buster's call begins to destroy the island. Spandam and his guards were picked up from a distance by Sugking, Frankie entered the fight and used funkfreed size against Spandam resulting in serious injury. Afterwards, Sbandam's
spine was cut in half by Robin as straw-enies lobby hats survived on the merry go. CP9 Independent Report [Editing Source] More Information: CP9 Independent Report Plino managed to protect other CP9 members with his air door. However, Luchi was in dire need of medical care. To make the situation worse, Spandam sent the
Marines after CP9, blaming them for the fall and defeat of the Ennis-Lupe group. The Special Security Forces managed to evade the Marines and therefore considered them fugitives by the global Government. CP9 then crossed the sea train tracks to St. Poplar where they use their abilities on devil fruit to perform on the street in order to
raise money to treat Lucie's injuries. When receiving the necessary funds, Rob Lucci was operated on, and while other members of CP9 were recovering enjoying regular activities such as shopping and sitting in the café. Lucci later regained consciousness, upright but still looking weak, with Hattori at the edge of the window and Lucie
then came out of the hospital, delighting all his colleagues. New CP9 in training. While bowling using their superpowers, Blaino noticed problems in the city. Candy pirates appeared in the city causing problems for the citizens, so CP9 stopped bowling matches and went to deal with the situation. Lucie kicked pirate captain Candy and
another pirate while the rest boarded the ship and beat the candy pirates so much excitement and amazement from the city's residents. However, the city's residents are later horrified when Captain Lucie kills by crushing his skull. With all the negative attention, the CP9 decides that they can't stay at St. Poplar. A young girl offered Kalifa a
flower of thanks accepted by Kaliva, while Fukuro, Jabra and Kumaduri were very impressed by the gesture they were crying at. CP9 agents sailed aboard the Candy Pirates and returned to their home island, where the children who would eventually become CP9 members were trained. A group of Marines, led very well, followed them
there. CP9 refused to allow the Marines to destabilize their homeland, proceeded to fight the Marines, and easily defeated them all. After that, Sband was in the hospital in a terrible form of beatings he took from Nico Rubin and Frankie. He received a call from Luchi, in which he warned that he and other CP9 members would eventually
return. Afterwards, his father, Spadin, appeared and Sbandam called him to help with the plan to destroy CP9. However, CP9 left on their ship, surrounded by very good body parts, leaving the friendship flower given to The Kaleva growing in their home land. Drisrosa Arc [editing source] sometime during year 2 skip time, it seems that
Luci, Hattori, Spandam, and Kaku have been upgraded to CP-0, with Spandam now being a Luchi affiliate. Early Concepts [Editing | Source Edit] Cp9 Early Concept. One Piece Green: Secret Pieces revealed the early concept of CP9 and fighting pop-up match with straw hat pirates. Originally, the game was supposed to be: Luchi vs. Lofi
Caleva vs. Ruben Fukuro vs. Nami Kaku vs. Sanji Shakin (Jabra) vs. Zorro Apollo (Kumadori) vs. Plino vs. Osup Trevisa [Editing source] Most CP9 members are orphans raised by the world government, and the only exceptions are Kumaduri, Spandam, and Kalifa [15] Luchi, Jabra, and Blano Agents are only to appear in chapter 0 CP9.
A strong world. In Episode 0, however, Fukuro and Kodurori appeared alongside the three mentioned above. The first three fighters of the Crew of Straw Hat developed all new techniques in their respective battles against the top three fighters of CP9: Luffy put Gear III against Luci, Zorro put Asura against Kaku, and Sanji put Diable
Gambi against Also, two of the three weaker members of the straw hats showed new tools during their battles against CP9: Nami showed off the perfect klima-tact and Usopp showed off Kabuto, while the third weakest member Tony Chopper revealed his uncontrollable monster shape, a dangerous side effect produced by consuming
three rumble balls in less than six hours. Despite the fact that they are supposed to be a secret group, most Marines seem to be aware of the existence of CP9 as well as the identities of its members. The group's distinctive martial arts style, Rukoshiki, has somehow leaked to the Marines to the extent that even a non-commissioned officer
knows how to use it, and many top-ranked Marines are able to perform at least one of their six techniques. CP9 is the first punk group in which the leader does not fight Lofe, although this is due to the director of CP9 being the weakest member of the group, being overtaken away by Rob Lucci. Each member also has an animal theme, like
many of the seven warlords of the sea: the tower in the background of the unnamed CP9 home is based off the east tower on Jiang Xinyu (River Island) in Wenzhou, China. Oda took cue from this scene because he grew up watching kung fu movies. [16] References [Editing | - Editing Source] ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 Single Piece Manga and Anime
— Volume 36 Chapter 345 (p. 18) and 243, Cipher Pol No. 9. ↑ 2.0 2.1 One piece manga and anime — vol. 37 Chapter 348 and Episode 245. ↑ 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 One Piece Manga and Anime — Bean. 36 Chapter 346 and Episode 244. ↑ One piece manga and anime — bean. 40 Chapter 382 (p. 15) and Episode 269, Luci is some of
his ideals to Sisbandam and says he is not asking him to agree with Spandam. ↑ One piece manga and anime — bean. 43 Chapter 418 (p. 3) and CCO 300, CCO assumes that the career of a murderer will not give him another job. ↑ One piece manga and anime — bean. 39 Season 375 (p. 15-17) and for episode 264, Gebra tried to
explain to Sisbandam why its previous mission was unsuccessful on. ↑ One piece manga and anime — bean. 41 Season 399 (p. 3)Episode 284, Coco claims the Hay Hat Pirates never defeated them. ↑ One piece manga and anime — bean. 38 Season 365 (p. 2) and point 254, giving Okiji CP9 permission to use the Buster call. ↑ 9.0 9.1
One piece manga and anime — bean. 34 Season 323 (p. 14-17) and Episode 229, Mikazuki refuses to pay sly-la-chibras for their laborious work, but sly-la-shiprights avenge and defeat the big-helmet pirates. ↑ One piece manga and anime — bean. 34 Chapter 324 (p. 17-18) and for episode 229, the a is praised by the water 7 citizens. ↑
One piece manga and anime — bean. 36 Chapter 339 (p. 18-19) and for episode 240, Lucie and Kaku are seen talking to Robin while shaded. ↑ One piece manga and anime — bean. 36 Chapter 342 19) Episode 242, The Real And Masked Luci and Kaku catch Polly red-handed when he hides pluton's blueprints in his safe. ↑ One piece
manga and anime — bean. 36 Chapter 344 (p. 18-19) and for episode 243, the charts received being preservation of Eisburg are revealed by Polly to be false. ↑ One piece manga and anime — bean. 40 chapters 382-388 and the episodes 269-273, Plano Levi stops in his tracks, fighting him but to lose to him. ↑ A one piece manga —
bean. 54, UAA reveals the case of a family of CP9 members. ↑ A SBS one Piece manga — Bean. 80, in order to fan living in Wenzhou letter Rada confirmed to the tower on the 518 bases of chinese site of Kung Fu film. [Edit | Edit source] Cipher Pol Antagonist Groups Deutsch Français Bahasa Indonesia Italiano Polski Руссии 中⽂
community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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